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Clock Type Radiator Keys

BRASS RADIATOR KEYS CLOCK TYPE

We are manufacturers of Brass Radiator Keys for the European plumbing and radiator market. These Clock type keys are used with radiator air vents for bleeding. We supply a lot of Brass plumbing and heating accessories from India. We also offer multi-purpose 4 way key for the UK market. These clock type Brass keys for releasing air trapped in radiators that can reduce heat output.

Features:
- made from Sturdy brass Material
- Square punch of the rad bleed key fits properly with the male screw of air vent
- Strong bond between clock type pressed part and machined components
- Packed in 100 pcs.
- Easy grip on the hand and fingers

ADDEESS:
A1metallics INDIA Plot No.10 GIDC Industrial Estate, Shanker Tekri Jamnagar Gujarat, India.

CONTACTS:
PHONE : 91-22-43449300/27
FAX : 91-22-22834046
EMAIL : sales@a1metallics.com
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